This Amendment is being issued to amend and clarify certain information contained in the above named RFP. All information contained herein is binding on all Offerors who respond to this RFP. Specific parts of the RFP have been amended. The following changes/additions are listed below; new language has been underlined and language deleted has been marked with a strikeout (ex. language deleted).

2.8.4 Skills and Experience

A two – four week training period will be provided to acclimate the selected individual(s) in the methods, processes, equipment, and software used by the Maryland Judiciary.

Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing, and to establish and maintain effective working relationships with peers, end users and vendor development staff, as well as all levels of management and judicial personnel as necessary.

- Must be familiar OBIEE (Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition) 12C.
- Must be able to develop reports, design rpdl, administer server and perform server upgrade in OBIEE-12C.
- Experience in OBIEE security configuration (authentication and authorization).
- Must have experience in configuring active directory and oracle internet directory (OID) security in OBIEE-12C.
- Must be familiar with write back feature in OBIEE 12C.
- Must have experience in OBIA (Oracle Business Intelligence Applications) 12C, Procurement and Finance.
- Must have experience in Oracle Data Integrator 11G.
- Must have experience in ODI customization, migration between environments and load-plan generation.
- Must be familiar with Oracle BIPublisher 12C.
Must be able to create xmlptemplates and associate with SQL code
Must be familiar with Oracle PL/SQL and xmlpublisher
Must be able to read user requirements and understand the dependencies on roles.
Must be able to work closely with Oracle database administrators and Oracle xmplserver administrators and enterprise security groups.
Must have a deep knowledge of report design, views, materialized views, and database design for reporting.
Must be familiar with star schema and warehouse architecture design.
Must be able to distinguish who the current user of the report is so that roles and report output can be designed accordingly.
Must understand the separation of business logic from the presentation of the data via xmlpserver.

Must be familiar with IBM Information Server 11.7, IBM InfoSphere DataStage and Ascential DataStage using components Administrator, Designer and Director.
Must be able to develop, compile and execute DataStage jobs, perform Administrative tasks, apply patches and perform server upgrade.
Must have knowledge of creating custom transformations, stage variables, functions and routines.
Experience in scheduling DataStage jobs and generate log reports.
Must have knowledge of creating environment variable, job parameter and parameter sets.
Must be able to create reusable components such as Shared Containers and Local Containers.
Must be able to use IIS web console to manage user and group sessions.
Must have experience in importing and exporting DataStage jobs and Projects.
Must be able to write SQL scripts, Functions and Packages.
Must be familiar with Oracle and SQL Developer database.
Must have knowledge of generating DDL for Sequential files.
Must be familiar with Classic Data Architect and MQ server.
Must be familiar with star schema and warehouse architecture design.
Must be able to create and update Unix Shell scripts.
Must have knowledge of configuration management tool such as Tortoise CVS.
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